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Abstract
Culberson and Rudnicki [J.C. Culberson, P. Rudnicki, A fast algorithm for constructing trees from distance matrices, Inform.
Process. Lett. 30 (4) (1989) 215–220] gave an algorithm that reconstructs a degree d restricted tree from its distance matrix.
According to their analysis,
√ it runs in time O(dn logd n) for topological trees. However, this turns out to be false; we show that the
algorithm takes (n3/2 d ) time in the topological case, giving tight examples.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and background
In [1], Culberson and Rudnicki consider the problem of reconstructing a degree d restricted weighted tree
given its distance matrix D. If the tree has n vertices, D
is an n × n matrix where each entry dij ∈ R0 gives the
weight of the (unique) path between vertices i and j .
They describe an algorithm which finds the longest path
in the tree, divides the remaining vertices into subtrees
according to where they connect to this path, and then
recurses on the subtrees. Their algorithm relies on three
key ideas:
(1) The longest path in a subtree can be computed in
linear time. Simply pick an arbitrary vertex r and
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find the distances from r to every other vertex. Let u
be the farthest vertex from r, and repeat to find the
farthest vertex v from u. Then πuv is the longest
path in the tree, and we have looked at only two
columns of D.
(2) Given a longest path πuv and distances computed
in step (1), every other vertex z can be placed either
on πuv or on a subtree rooted at a known vertex w
(a ‘hub’) on πuv , with no additional queries to D.
To be precise, z is in the subtree rooted at w iff
dzu − dzv = dwu − dwv .
(3) No further queries to D involving any hub w need
be made, since for every vertex z in w’s subtree,
we have dzw = dzu − dwu . This means that we can
effectively forget about vertices that occur on the
longest path, as far as queries to D are concerned.
The algorithm presented in [1] is equivalent to what
is described above, with minor simplifications. We will
call this algorithm L ONGEST PATH.
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Fig. 2. A counterexample to the O(dn logd n) analysis of [1], the tree
Gi .
Fig. 1. Tree that minimizes the longest path in every subtree, from [1].

In their analysis, Culberson and Rudnicki refer to the
lookups to D in step (1) as ‘hub computations’ and establish that the running time is dominated by them. They
claim that for topological trees (where all edge weights
are 1), the running time of the algorithm is O(dn logd n).
Their claim rests on the following argument:
Since once a vertex. . . is located on a path in the
tree it no longer participates in such computations
in other partitions, the number of computations is
maximized when the longest path in every subtree is
minimized. When the maximum degree is restricted,
this leads to balanced trees where all internal vertices
are of maximum degree.
So according to [1], the worst case for degree four is
the kind of tree shown in Fig. 1.
Yet, this proof is incorrect. In Section 2, we construct a√topological tree on which the algorithm takes
(n3/2 d ) time, contradicting the claim in [1]. In Section 3 we present a revised
analysis of L ONGEST PATH,
√
showing that (n3/2 d ) is tight for the topological
case.
It is worth noting that other algorithms exist that
achieve the O(dn logd n) bound, which was also shown
to be a lower bound in [6]. A quite different algorithm called D EEPEST P OINT,1 discovered by Hein
[2], reconstructs both general and topological trees in
O(dn logd n) time. Further, variants of this problem
have been studied in the experiment model for constructing evolutionary trees by Kannan et al. [3], Brodal et al. [4], and Lingas et al. [5]. Notwithstanding,
L ONGEST PATH is one of the first algorithms claimed
1 In constructing D EEPEST P OINT [2], Hein mentions in passing that
an algorithm recursively placing longest paths would run in (n3/2 ).

to run in sub-quadratic time for tree reconstruction and
also one of the simplest. This paper presents a correct
analysis of it.
2. A counterexample
While the tree in Fig. 1 does minimize the lengths
of the longest paths, it also ‘nicely’ splits the remaining vertices. Here, we take the opposite approach and
consider a family of trees where removing the longest
path always leaves the remaining vertices in a single subtree, as shown in Fig. 2. Notice that Gi has
1 + 3 + · · · + (2i − 1) = i 2 vertices and a longest path of
length 2i − 1 (perpendicular to the horizontal ‘stem’)—
that is, the tree
of length
√ on n vertices has a longest path√
2i − 1 = O( n ) and a stem of length i = O( n ). Removing the longest path which is centered on the stem
from Gi gives Gi−1 .
For a tree of size n, finding a longest path lying vertically along the spine takes√(n) queries to D and leaves
a subtree of size (n − n ). Hence, the total running
time is at least
√
T (n)  n + T (n − n ), T (1) = 0.
The recurrence is solved easily by substitution:

√
√
√
T (n)  n + (n − n ) + (n − n − n − n ) · · ·
√
√
√
 n + (n − n ) + (n − n − n ) · · ·
√
= n + (n − n )
√
√
√
+ (n − 2 n ) · · · (n − n · · · n )
√ √
√
√
n( n + 1)
= n·n− n·
2
to get T (n) = (n3/2 ).
All vertices in the above example are of degree at
most 3. For the general degree d case, we consider trees
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Gi that have d/2 − 1 copies of each path on the stem.
Observe that |Gi | = (d|Gi |) (since a linear number of
vertices are copied (d)
√ times), so that longest paths in
Gi are of length O( n/d ). Since all longest paths of a
given length intersect at only one vertex (which is on the
stem), L ONGEST PATH does not split them into smaller
parts by placing them in separate subtrees. This gives
the following recurrence:
 

n
, T (1) = 0
T (n)  n + T n −
d
√
which has the solution T (n) = (n3/2 d ), showing
that the O(dn logd n) analysis of [1] is incorrect.
3. Analysis of the topological case
Say that a subtree is at phase j if it is obtained by
recursing j times. Consider all subtrees T1 . . . Tk at a
particular phase, with a total of n vertices. The number of queries to D used to find a longest path in Ti
is just O(|Ti 
|), so the total number of queries used in
the phase is i O(|Ti |) = O(n), i.e., linear in the total
number of nodes. Thus we can bound the running time
of L ONGEST PATH by n × (number of phases).
The correct analysis of L ONGEST PATH relies on following observation:

Proof. Suppose the longest path π chosen by L ONGESTPATH has length l. Any longest paths that share an edge
with π will be split into smaller paths, each of length at
most l − 1, for the next phase. By Lemma 1 all longest
paths that are edge-disjoint from π must pass through
a single vertex, which has degree at most d. Thus there
are at most d such paths, and after d phases, the longest
path remaining will be of length at most l − 1. Therefore, after dl phases, all longest paths are of length 0,
and L ONGEST PATH terminates. 2
√
Theorem 3. L ONGEST PATH runs in O(n3/2 d ) time.
Proof.√If at any phase the longest path is of length at
most n/d, then √
by Lemma 2 the number of phases
remaining is O(d n/d ). Since each phase takes linear time,
√ the total time√starting from such a phase is
O(nd n/d ) = O(n3/2 d ).
√ So assume the input has a longest path of length l >
n/d.√
How many phases
can go by without
l falling
√
√
below n/d? If l  n/d then at least n/d vertices
are removed in each√phase; thus,
√ the number of such
phases is at most n/ n/d = dn. Again, each
√ phase
n/d in
takes linear time,
so
we
reach
a
phase
with
l

√
time O(n3/2 d ), as desired. 2
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Lemma 1. Suppose π is a longest path in a subtree T ,
and S is the set of longest paths in T that are edgedisjoint with π . Then all paths in S ∪ {π} share a single
vertex.
Proof. Suppose π1 and π2 are longest paths in T . Assume they do not intersect. Find the shortest path π  that
connects π1 and π2 (we can do this since T is a tree).
But now we can construct a path longer than π1 : take
the longer halves of π1 and π2 and join them with π  .
Thus every two longest paths in T intersect. Moreover, if π1 and π2 are edge-disjoint, they must intersect
at a unique vertex: they cannot intersect at two consecutive vertices because then they would share an edge,
and they cannot intersect at two non-consecutive vertices because that would imply a cycle in T .
Suppose π  ∈ S, and let π and π  intersect at v.
Suppose π  ∈ S does not pass through v; then, it must
intersect π at a single vertex w = v. Also, π  intersects
π  at some vertex u not on π by the claim above. But
now u, v, w lie on a cycle, which is impossible. 2
Lemma 2. If the longest path at a phase has length l,
then there are at most O(dl) phases remaining before
the algorithm terminates.

We would like to thank Dana Angluin for suggesting
the importance of Lemma 2 and for helpful discussions.
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